Florida’s Premier Personality Podcast

Join Jaime (“Jemmy“) Legagneur to meet the
People of Florida you’ve heard about or will hear
about soon. Find those hidden figures of history who
have helped influence the landscape of our state
and discover the people behind the stories from
Florida that have made national headlines.
On her first solo podcast in two years, Jaime has partnered with a rotating lineup of impressive
reporting partners from across the state. They’ll introduce you to hidden figures of Florida’s
past, colorful characters of current headlines, and game-changers for Florida’s future.

Advantages for you:
🌴 A podcast lives forever, and your commercial does too!
🌴 Local podcasts reach a very dedicated, motivated niche audience.
🌴 Podcast advertising generates up to 4.4x better brand recall than other digital ads,
according to a 2018 study by Midroll.
🌴 We will help you reach your local customers!

Your ad package includes:
🌴 Custom designed ad campaign, including a host-read audio spot in each episode.
🌴 Banner ads on Florida Podcast Network’s website.
🌴 One social media promotion per episode on People of Florida and Florida Podcast
Network’s accounts.
🌴 Note on our "Low Conflict Policy": No more than one competitor in your direct vertical
will be placed on the same episode.

(Over for more details…)
Become Part of

The Voice of Florida!

Florida Podcast Network
Advertising Guidelines

Network Sponsorship and Advertising showcases your brand through the
“Voice of Florida”!!

Launch Title Sponsorship includes: ($200 | 4 spots available)
🔶
🔶
🔶

🔶

🔶
🔶

Your name is repeated during the show and in our promotions: "The People of
Florida Podcast brought to you by [Your Name]."
The first audio ad placement in each episode.
Two banner ads:
○
One on the People of Florida Podcast’s portfolio page on the Florida
Podcast Network website
○
One on the specific episode’s show notes
The show notes for every episode will have the title "The People of Florida
Podcast by [Your Name]." These show notes expand your presence across the
internet and Florida’s travel/tourism world.
One social media promotion per week on Facebook and Twitter.
Note on our "Low Conflict Policy": No more than one competitor in your direct
vertical will be placed on the same episode.

Launch Premier Sponsorship includes: ($150 | 2 spots available)
🔶
🔶

🔶
🔶

One audio spot per episode. Hear examples of ad spots at:
FloridaPodcastNetwork.com/SampleAds
Two banner ads:
○
One on the People of Florida’s portfolio page on the Florida Podcast
Network website
○
One on the specific episode’s show notes
One social media promotion per week on Facebook and Twitter.
Note on our "Low Conflict Policy": No more than one competitor in your direct
vertical will be placed on the same episode.

For more about the show, head to:
FloridaPodcastNetwork.com/PeopleOfFlorida.

Please email Jaime@FloridaPodcastNetwork.com
for more information.

